**Best In Class**

**Eligibility Criteria**
- Receive a performance rating of Best In Class
- Enrolled in a learning program with a school
- Returning to school upon completion of intern placement

**Grant:**
- **$2000 Cash Bonus**
- **$1000 Cash Bonus**
  + $200 SnapTravel Credits (FT Interns)
  + $200 SnapTravel Credits (PT Interns)

**Exceeds Expectations**

**Eligibility Criteria**
- Receive a performance rating of Exceeds Expectations
- Enrolled in a learning program with a school
- Returning to school upon completion of intern placement

**Grant:**
- **$1000 Cash Bonus**
  + $100 SnapTravel Credits (FT Interns)
  + $500 Cash Bonus
  + $100 SnapTravel Credits (PT Interns)

**Welcome Aboard**

**Eligibility Criteria**
- Convert from an Intern to a Full Time Employee

**Grant:**
- **$3000 Cash Bonus**